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PART VI BMX  

Version on 01.02.2018  

Event Classes  

6.6.002 A rider can gain points in the UCI Individual BMX Ranking for their category in 

different classes of BMX competitions. The rider's points total is subject to the 

following rules:  

a. OG: Olympic Games (all results) 

b. CM: World Championships  

a. Only the points from the latest World Championships held shall be 

included in the individual UCI BMX Ranking, even if it is held less 

than one year after the last edition of this event. 

b. The points from the latest World Championships shall remain in the 

individual UCI BMX Ranking until the event is next held, even if more 

than one year passes between them. 

c. CDM:  UCI BMX Supercross World Cup (all events) 

d. CC: Continental Championships (continent of the riders nationality) 

a. For any given continental confederation, only the points from the 

latest Continental Championships held shall be included in the 

individual UCI BMX Ranking, even if it is held less than one year after 

the last edition of this event. 

b. The points from the latest Continental Championships held shall 

remain in the individual UCI BMX Ranking until the event is next held, 

even if more than one year passes between them, as long as the 

next edition of the Continental championships is registered on the 

UCI International BMX Calendar for the next season. If this is not the 

case, the points from the continental championships held shall expire 

after 12 months. 

c. Only riders of the concerned continent can obtain UCI points at a 

Continental Championships. 

e. HC: International competitions – Hors Class (best 3 scores) 

f. RJ:  Regional Games 

g. C1: International competitions (best 5 scores) 

h. CN: National Championships (country of the rider’s nationality) 

a. In case the UCI agrees that a country may hold its national 

championships earlier than the dates reserved for that purpose, the 

points earned in that country’s national championships shall not be 

included in the individual UCI BMX Ranking until the ranking update 

after the reserved dates for national championships. However, in this 

case, the title of National Champion is awarded and comes into effect 

as of the date on which it was won.  

b. In case a national championship is held later in the calendar year 

than the reserved dates, the points shall be added to the individual 

UCI BMX Ranking in the next scheduled ranking update after the 

championship is held. 
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c. The points from the latest national championships held shall remain 

in the individual UCI BMX Ranking until the event is next held, even if 

more than one year passes between them as long as the next edition 

of the national championships is registered on the UCI International 

BMX Calendar for the next season; this shall also apply to the title of 

National Champion. If this is not the case, the points from the last 

national championships held shall expire after 12 months, as shall the 

title. 

d. Only riders of the nationality concerned can obtain UCI points at a 

national championship. 

(text modified on 02.02.18). 


